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I.  DEBT MODIFICATION 

A. Background on Below-Market Loans 

1. General Principal on Below-Market Loans – Any time there is a below-market 

loan (less than the “Applicable Federal Rate”), the IRS thinks something funny is 

going on.  See IRC Section 7872.  Time value of money concepts are applied. 

 

2. Impact of Below-Market Loans - The result is that a below-market loan can be 

reclassified as a loan with a lower principal amount and higher interest rates. 

 

3. Exceptions – For newly issued debt, IRS regulations provide some exceptions to 

the below-market loan rules including exceptions for loans from governmental 

entities and charities.  As a result, these rules do not normally create problems 

for LIHTC transactions. 

 

4. Example – The City of Chicago issues a $1,000,000 30-year 0% loan.  This loan 

would meet the exception under the 7872 Regulations. 

 

B. Different Rules for Debt Modifications 

1. General Rule for Debt Modifications – When debt is significantly modified, IRS 

Regulations 1.1001-3 treats the transaction as if one debt was exchanged for 

another.  If the new debt is less than the old, then the debtor will have taxable 

income equal to the difference. 

 

2. Modifying Below-Market Debt 

a. OID Rules May Apply - If a below market debt is modified, the Original 

Issue Discount Rules (“OID”) (Code Section 1271-1275) apply to the new 

debt because it is as if the old debt was paid off with a loan from the 

lender.  In other words it is treated as if it was seller financing. 

(i) Common modifications are deferral changes in when payments 

are due/maturity date and changes in interest rates. 

(ii) Any change in the actual principal amount of the loan will 

generally result in taxable income. 

(iii) The OID rules are similar to the Rules under Section 7872. 

b. No Exceptions to OID Rules – Unlike Section 7872, the Regulations 

under the OID rules do not provide exceptions for loans from 

governmental entities or nonprofits. 

c. Example – After 15 years, a project wants to refinance its senior bank 

debt with an FHA 30-year loan.  To do this, it needs to extend a 

subordinate $1,000,000 loan City loan with no interest and no payments 

until maturity (originally a 30 year loan, but only 15 years remain).  The 



loan maturity will be extended an additional 15 years so that it will 

mature in 30 years. 

(i) The extension of the loan term is a significant modification that 

would cause the OID rules to apply.  Application of the OID rules 

results in that the loan would be considered to have a lower 

principal amount of approximately $450,000 which bears 

interest at the Applicable Federal Rate (currently 2.7%).   

(ii) There would be $550,000 of taxable income equal to the 

difference between the original $1,000,000 principal owed and 

the lowered “deemed” principal amount of $450,000.  

 

3. Solutions to Debt Modification Problems 

a. Limit Deferrals/Extensions – Deferrals of payments that are equal to the 

lesser of 5 years or 50% of the original loan term are not significant 

modifications. 

b. Limit Interest Rate Changes – Changes in yield of less than 0.25% are not 

significant modifications. 

c. Keep Interest Rate Above AFR – If the loan bears interest at least equal 

to the AFR for the month when the debt is modified, then the OID rules 

will not apply and the debt will not be deemed to have a lower principal 

amount. 

d. Pay the Tax – In some transactions, the amount of tax owed may be 

manageable when compared at the benefits of the modified debt.   

 

II. MANAGING THE TAX IMPACTS OF GRANTS 

A. GENERAL RULE – grants are taxable upon receipt. 

B. FEDERAL GRANTS – In LIHTC transactions, eligible basis does not include costs financed 

with the proceeds of a Federal grant.   

C. OPTIONS 

1. Tax-Exempt Entities – if there is a tax-exempt entity or governmental entity that 

is part of the Project, the funds can often be granted directly to that entity.  

That entity can then loan or capital contribute the funds to the Project 

partnership.   

a. Loan - A loan will avoid both taxable income issues and eligible basis 

issues.   

b. Capital Contribution - A capital contribution avoids taxable income 

issues, but most investors feel it does not avoid eligible basis issues 

related federal grants.  Some investors prefer loans over capital 

contributions even if the funds are not federal. 

2. Non-Shareholder Capital Contributions – funds can often be granted to 

corporate entities in the form of a non-shareholder contribution to capital.  The 

corporation can then loan or capital contribute the funds into the Project. 



a. Non-shareholder Capital Contribution Status avoids taxable income.  

However, Most investors feel that a subsequent capital contribution to 

the partnership from the corporate entity would not solve an eligible 

basis issue stemming from a federal grant. 

b. No Tax Basis - The corporate recipient of the grant does not get basis in 

the loan or capital contribution that is made from the funds.  As a result, 

if the corporation ever gets the loan or capital repaid, there will be tax 

owed at that time. 

 

III. USE OF TAX-EXEMPT ENTITIES IN RESYNDICATIONS 

A. The Problem – An operating project that could qualify for acquisition credits project 

needs to be acquired in 2013, but an LIHTC carryover allocation will not be issued until a 

future year.  

1. For allocated credit transactions, an allocation of LIHTC must be received in the 

year the building is placed in service. 

a. This rule does not apply to allocations received from the issuance of tax-

exempt bonds. 

2. Because the Building is operating at the time it is acquired, it will be placed in 

service upon acquisition.  If a carryover allocation is not received in the year of 

acquisition, then the Project will be ineligible for acquisition credits. 

3. The building cannot simply be resold in a later year (when LIHTC are available) 

because the acquisition credit requirement that a building cannot have been 

placed in service in the last 10 years. 

 

B. The Nonprofit Buy and Hold Solution –  

1. NFP Exception - The Placement in Service of a building by a qualified nonprofit 

corporation is overlooked if there has not been any placements in service in the 

10 years preceding the nonprofit’s acquisition of the property. 

2. Solution – Nonprofit buys the building and holds it until the building is ready to 

be resyndicated and a carryover allocation will be issued. 

3. Note that the nonprofit must meet 3 requirements. 

a. Exempt from tax under Code Sections 501(c)(3) or 501(c)(4), 

b. Have a purpose of fostering low-income housing, 

c. Not be controlled by for-profit persons 

 

IV. ILLINOIS DONATION CREDITS 

A. Background on Donation Credits - In Illinois an Illinois Affordable Housing Tax Credit 

(“Donation Credit”) is available for donations to nonprofit housing organizations 

(“Sponsor”).  The annual amount of credit is capped in the state and one must apply to 

IHDA or DHED to receive an allocation.  The maximum credit amount is 50% of the 

amount donated. 



1. Donation Credits belong to the Donor.  The Donor can either use the credits 

against its Illinois income taxes or it can sell the credits and keep the proceeds 

of the sale. 

2. Many times the Donor will let the Sponsor keep the proceeds of the sale of the 

credits. 

3. Donation credits can be used where property is sold to a nonprofit Sponsor for a 

bargain price, i.e. the price is below the fair market value of the property. 

B. Use in Preservation Transactions – an existing project could be donated to a Sponsor 

and generate a 50% donation credit.  The Sponsor acquires the property and then sells it 

to the LIHTC project. 

1. Because of the nonprofit sale exception described above, the acquisition and re-

transfer by the nonprofit does not create create a 10-year placement in service 

problem for acquisition credit purposes. 

2. If a bargain sale structure is used, the Donor can receive the some sale prices 

and the donation would be measured by the difference between the fair market 

value and the sales price. 


